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‘CASA TRENTINO-FIEMME 2013’: SOLD OUT!
OSLO SIMPLY LOVES THE ITALIAN WARM MEETING POINT


The cozy and delicious ‘Trentino point’ in Oslo city centre
A pure Italian style restaurant loved by everyone 
People queuing to taste the Italian style
The Fiemme 2013 team ‘takes notes’ about the Norwegian World Championships


It is renowned how much Scandinavians love Italy’s Trentino region and Val di Fiemme in particular. The 2003 Nordic World Ski Championships hosted by the alpine valley, witnessed an authentic Viking invasion, and so it happened in last January’s Marcialonga, when the number of Norwegians were almost 3,000 out of 7,000 total participants. 
During the 2011 Nordic World Ski Championships, currently underway in Norway’s capital, Oslo and all its guests showed their passion towards Val di Fiemme by assaulting (literally!) ‘Casa Trentino-Fiemme 2013’ in Oslo city centre. 
‘Casa Trentino-Fiemme 2013’ is a tasty and elegant 600 square meters area located beside Medal Plaza, right in the heart of Oslo, where journalists, athletes, international delegations and public, might enjoy a warm and relaxing atmosphere, 100 per cent Italian, 100 per cent Val di Fiemme style. 
The idea of creating a welcome area for Vip, athletes and media operators has been awarded with over 700 meals served each day, and 400 seats constantly booked. ‘This is the trendier restaurant in town…’, said Fiemme 2013 OC Communication Head Manager Bruno Felicetti, and numbers speak for themselves.
Both Arianna Follis and ski jumper Elena Runggaldier celebrated their silver medals at Casa Fiemme-Trentino 2013, but also the Austrian Daniela Iraschko celebrated her gold medal.
‘Casa Trentino-Fiemme 2013’ is organized by Fiemme 2003 and 2013 Catering Head Officers Flavio Delvai e Nicola Barbieri, supported by Fiemme 2013 Marketing Vice Director Marisa Giacomuzzi and the Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute of Tesero (Val di Fiemme - Italy). All products come from Trentino region and everything is supervised by notorious executive chef Antonino Sanna.
The Fiemme 2013 OC has come to Oslo also in order to ‘take notes’ about the Norwegian World Championships, and learn some secrets from a country where Nordic ski is undoubtedly the most important and popular sport, even though Val di Fiemme is already a splendid destination for ski lovers and world champions, and it will surely show their skills once again in two years time.
FIS members and several delegates from international federations will be visiting ‘Casa Trentino-Fiemme 2013’, and will be meeting the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships OC on Friday. 
On Sunday, after the 50k FT race, the Nordic World Ski Championships flag will be officially handed to Fiemme 2013 OC Presidents Tiziano Mellarini and Pietro De Godenz, who will be flanked by ski legends Franco Nones and Manuela di Centa, Angelo Corradini and Raffaele Zancanella. From that moment the final countdown to the 2013 World Championships in Val di Fiemme will be started.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


